Dear Mr. Rhodes,
I have asked you dozens of questions in the last year and have not received a specific answer to any
of them.
Before giving an answer to you proposal on participating in the webinar, I would ask you to send the
following documents to all members of our professional community:
- the registered Founding Treaty of the ECPP in Austria (with its number and data);
- the registered Charter (Statute) of the ECPP in Austria (with its number and data);
- the official information on the registration of the Russian National Branch of the ECPP in Austria
(with its number and data).
Without these documents, it is not clear, President of which exactly organization we are
communicating with, and this communication would become meaningless.
Prof. Dr. M. Reshetnikov,
IPO ECPP (Russian Federation), President
St.-Petersburg,
June 25, 2019

Dear Prof. Dr. M. Reshetnikov,
Thank you for your email, reproduced above.
I have responded to your questions many times before.
You do not seem to read the responses – or to try to understand the responses.
I will try again.
1) The European Confederation of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapies (ECPP), is Registered
in Austria. Austria is not the Russia Federation – the system is different. We comply
totally with Austrian law. You know this because you were President of ECPP from
2008 to 2012.
2) The ECPP is Registered through the Austrian Police Department – as you were
notified by Prof. Alfred Pritz. I attach the document once more.
3) There is no need in Austrian Law for the physical Foundation Document – nor does it
need a number and date. The original document – signed by the founding VicePresidents (including yourself, many of the current ECPP Board – and Prof Horst
Kaechele) has not been seen since the time that you were President of ECPP.
4) There is no need in Austrian law for the Statutes to be lodged with the State – nor do
they need a number to identify them. However, a copy of the Statutes was lodged
with the ECPP’s Bank, when you opened a bank account for us.

5) The Russian National Branch of ECPP (amongst many others) was accepted as a
member at the General Meeting of the ECPP in October 2012. It is reported in the
agreed Minutes of the meeting. I would like to remind you that you were President
of the ECPP at that meeting, Prof. Dr. Reshetnikov. We do not attach ‘number and
date’ when accepting the creation of Branches of the ECPP.
6) Just to remind you once more, the legal structures of the Russian Federation are not
the same as the legal structures of Austria.
7) Also to point out, that you have been a consistent attender at, and participant in, the
ECPP General and Board Meetings – as certified by our accepted Minutes. And that
you were present at the September 2018 General Meeting when I was elected
President of ECPP unanimously (which includes you). How you can claim the
organisation does not exist, when you have taken part in it twice-yearly for the past
11 years at least, and have led it for 4 years, is incredible.
I am sending this as a pdf file as I wish this whole response to be seen by your/our
membership. By sending this, 24 hours before the webinar, you still have time to notify
people – as all Board Members of ECPP were requested.
It is disappointing that you do not have confidence in your/our membership to allow me to
meet with them.
I offered to attend your Executive, in person or online; I offered to attend your General
Meeting in person or online. You rejected them all. You have never invited me to take part
in any of your events since I became President.
Yours, in sadness.

Adrian M. Rhodes,
President,
European Association of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapies (ECPP)
25/06/2019

